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Acc. to India Media Entertainment 
Report[18], 2019 digital consumers in 
2030 will likely be:
● Vernacular 
● Mobile User
● Developed rural area/non-metro 

urban setting 
● Increasingly willing to pay for 

online content

The Unemployability Issue

Percentage of unemployed Fresh Graduates 
in different backgrounds (2019)[1]

BPO/KPO
55-60%

BFSI
30-35%

E-Comm.
55-60%

This is due to a large skill gap in terms of  
industry demand and supply

Top 3 Industry Swing in 
Employment (ISR Report[9])

1. 22 years old from 
Bhopal
2. Unemployed & 
graduated from low 
tier college
3.Wants to learn a skill 
and secure a job 

1. 28 years old from 
Hubli
2. Employed at a low 
paying, Data entry 
job
3. Wants to reskill 
and land a better job

Typical User Personas[32]

Maya Ravi

NHB: Market & Behaviour

[32]

* Assumptions for all slides are mentioned in Appendix A
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Note: Experience level denotes the emotion level of the user at different stages of the journey of using a typical edtech product.
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Existing Edtech platforms 
lack in properly identifying 
the key skills to offer for 
learning and upskilling

● The key skills offered should be in line with the 
industry hiring trends

● Suggestion of skills based on User Qualification, 
Ability, Job Market around their location and 
their level of interest should be leveraged using 
technology

Soft Skill Interview Prep
Communication(Spoken 

English)
Leadership

Tech AI,Data Science Frontend Developer
Basic 

Coding

Non Tech Business 
Development

SMM/Copywriting/Accou
nting/Data Entry

Customer 
Support

Creatives Content Creator,
Video Editing

UI/UX
Graphic 
Design

Sector 1st Skill 2nd Skill
BPO, KPO & 

ITeS
Front End

3.5*
Soft Skill

3.3

Internet 
Business

Front-End 
Web 

Development 3.5

Data 
Analyst & 
Scientist 3.5

BFSI Soft Skill
3.8

Social 
Media 

Marketing 3.7

Sector wise Top Skills Demand* (ISR Report[9])
*Certainty of new jobs on a scale of 4Skills that will be in demand[33-36]

Problem Suggestions
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Cost issues for additional data 
apart from limited per day data

Lack of high-speed WiFi/internet 
connections 

Internet: Byte Sized Solutions

Low Bandwidth and unreliable 
internet speed in tier 2,3 and rural 
areas

Audience in Tier-2,3 Cities have Internet and Connectivity Issues,although conditions are continuously improving 

Apart from the existing forms of high quality video contents, several other solutions[12-13] can be adopted to address 
the internet problems and enhance user experience

Co
nt

en
t 

Byte Sized Video

Slides with Audio

Concept 
Flashcards

Normal Video

SoA Chat Doubt Solving 
using VNs

Vernacular Voice 
Search

Internet Efficiency
Va
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e 
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MVP Solutions 
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Parameter
Platform Users(Mn) Cost of Ad Impact UCI Score

270 0.2 5 6750
280 0.28 2 2000
130 0.35 5 1857

4 0.01 4 1600
20 0.08 3 750

309 1 2 618
20 0.5 3 120

Although there are a lot of channels to market the NHB, 
Including TV, Word of Mouth and Digital Marketing

The Marketing Reach from Digital has been increasing 
rapidly:[5-7,19-23]

There are a lot of Digital Channels for marketing in India but focus is 
mostly on regional since  Vernacular literacy far exceeds English 
language literacy (74% versus 10%) in India[26,27,Census 2011]

Given the rise of digital adoption, advertising is more efficient on 
online platforms. Three platforms: Dailyhunt, MX-Player & 
ShareChat are prioritized for running Digital Content using a 
Users-Cost-Impact framework, apart from other online and offline 
platformsRevenues in million $ from different advertising 

channels in India

Cost Impact Analysis of Digital Platforms for Awareness Generation
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Monetization

Income Share Agreement and  Freemium [32] 

based pricing is preferred among the user 
based as our primary research[33] suggests. 
Although to reach a wider audience, 
Freemium should be preferred first

          Solutions for Digital Payment

1. Integrating with APIs like             and 
XPay API for facilitating cash payments.

2. AnyTime Payment Kiosk 
3. POS Machine/ Mobile Vans 
4. Other Digital Payment Methods

Problems in Monetization and 
Digital Payments

% people preferred data - Primary Research
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Milestones: Quarter 1 : 10k users; Quarter 2: 100k users;  Quarter 3: 400k users 
* Assumptions for this Roadmap and other Estimates are mentioned in Appendix A
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1. Assumption regarding User Journey Experience:
a. Currently due to the lack of platforms in Ed-Tech in T 2,3 Platforms the consideration phase is rather poor due to 

unavailability of content
b. The service and use phase also is under-developed with respect to Technology not being properly utilized,leaving 

people to generally switch between their education provider
c. The content available right now is not vernacular which further dampens the experience
d. The user persona is prioritized taking into consideration that most companies prefer fresh graduates and people 

with 1-5 years of experience which are also easier to train[9]

2. User journey in Slide 3 is averaged over different apps and offline platforms of T-2/3 Cities 
3. Cost of Ad on Slide 6 is Per View of the Ad
4. The internet solutions have been evaluated qualitatively on the Internet Usage and Value to the customer
5. The Primary Research had 64 people mostly from Tier-2/3 cities, there were 3 questions as mentioned in the sheet
6. Monetization: In the absence of ISA model, people preferring ISA are assumed to subscribe to other models as they have 

low costs, similarly for other choices 
To grow our reach initially, freemium model is preferred which can later be combined with income sharing or EMI model to 
increase revenue

7. Brand awareness Roadmap:
a. Digital advertising: Conversion/visibility factor for digital ads is assumed to be 0.001. The demographic division 

based on tiers, age and language is taken from Dailyhunt sales report and extrapolated for other two platforms
b. Print advertising: To calculate the cost of an ad, cost of a pointer sized front page ad is taken and multiplied with a 

factor of 0.4 for advertising in the education column of the newspaper
c. SEO: Considering average SEO specialist salary as 15k/month and of Social media marketer to be 25k/month, total 

spend on SEO is calculated to be 4.35L for 9 months
d. Average spend on podcasts and webinars is assumed to be 50k considering talent cost, platform cost and 

awareness cost. Analysis is not extended as the budget is unknown

Appendix A: Assumptions

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1a0x-RInTR4PRCRficPtq268vq9Hmi52VKdPDmUjq44A/edit?usp=sharing
https://tma-live.s3.ap-south-1.amazonaws.com/media/dailyhunt-app-advertising/media-kit-SALES+DECK+2019_Sep%2719+%281%29.pdf
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Exhibit A.1: Approximating the spend for digital ads

Exhibit A.2: Approximating the spend for ads on Newspapers
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1. An English creative gets 0.1%-0.15% Click Through Ratio (CTR), while a language creative can get 0.4-0.5% CTR, thus  

content of the campaigns should be Vernacular
2. After initial onboarding & V1 release, we can start running testimonial focussed ads for building trust 
3. All throughout the focus should be how this product could help boost their careers, specifically we can run the following 

campaigns on different users depending on their digital adv. profiles
a. Why it is better than the current existing product?
b. How getting a job involves skills other than what formal education provides

4. Print advertisements in local newspapers can lead to high engagement and lead generation if proper strategies are followed[43]

   a. Content marketing (advertorials) provides substantial results as compared to advertisements
   b. Repetitive insertions of small format ads generate upto 30% more responses
   c. Placing the ad in education or job supplement could yield better results

5. Stats show about 92% of the consumers trust recommendation from individuals rather than a brand. Thus influencer 
marketing should be allocated a decent % of total budget due to its high reach & retention rate than others (37%) 

Promise
We bring you opportunity 
to learn new and relevant 
market skills to help you 

jumpstart or enhance your 
career and make you self 
sufficient, no matter who 

you are.

Strategy
Learning made accessible 

and simple through 
engaging vernacular 

content, advanced learning 
reports and doubt solving.

Story
Acquiring knowledge 

should not be a privilege. 
We believe in providing 

learning and job 
opportunities to you, 

irrespective of where you 
live & in your own language 
to help you grasp it better.

Freshness
Continuous addition of 

variety of key skill courses 
and hiring partners. 

Increasing the spectrum 
of languages and regions 

to provide our service.

Brand Positioning
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The product would complement the typical behaviour of Tier 2,3 Audience which has a preference for :
1. Offline Content : Content should be available offline as the users might have internet issues and so they 

should be able to download the content over longer periods
2. Mobile-friendly : Everything should be completely mobile-friendly as the NHB are mostly going to onboard 

the internet on Mobile
3. Vernacular: Content and the User Interface should be Vernacular as English will not be the preferred mode 

of communication [Census 2011]
4. Local Lingo: The interface in different language should include lingo from the area and even the course 

names could be such to generate an initial interest in users
5. Feedback: The product should give continuous feedback to the users to keep them posted with their 

progress[48]

6. Gamification: The product must have an option to gamify the journey of a typical user to increase 
engagement [46]
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